
Features

BW Packaging Systems represents the collective capabilities of Barry-Wehmiller packaging companies including, Accraply, BW Flexible Systems, BW Integrated Systems, 
Pneumatic Scale Angelus and Synerlink. Through their diverse capabilities, these companies can collectively provide everything from a single piece of equipment to fully 
integrated packaging systems for a wide range of industries, including: food and beverage, personal care, container manufacturing, pharmaceutical and medical devices, 
household products, paper products and textiles, industrial and automotive, and converting, printing and publishing. 
For more information, go to BWPackagingSystems.com

accraply.com

ST504 Modular Zoned Steam Tunnel

• Modular zone design

• Double skin insulated stainless steel construction

• Fully adjustable steam lances

• ‘Clear view’ access doors for viewing inside tunnel

• Excess steam regulated by butterfly valves and variable 

speed extraction fan



Accraply
9350 W Broadway Avenue, Suite 190

Minneapolis, MN 55445 USA

+1 (763) 557-1313

accraply.com

Accraply  |  Trine  |  Stanford  |  Graham & Sleevit  |  Harland

* All specification and tooling requirements are subject to Ac-
craply evaluation of all label and product samples. Specifications 
shown reflect standard machine capabilities. Accraply can also 
meet other specification requirements. Please call for details.

Graham & Sleevit - Modular Zoned Steam Tunnel

The fully adjustable steam lance system can accommodate multiple lances in each zone, 
which enables precise and repeatable set up for even the most complex shaped products. 
The modular approach gives the flexibility to adjust the required length of tunnel to suit the 
most demanding applications and additional zones can be added after initial installation if 
and when required. 

Each zone is provided with front and rear full-width ‘clear view’ access doors for a glimpse 
inside the tunnel. Steam distribution and metering in each zone is provided by easy-to-read 
numerical indicators enabling the operator to set and repeat the optimum temperature 
profile for each product allowing for ideal set up of the shrink process and minimum steam 
usage. 

To fully evaluate your product shrinking requirements, samples of containers and sleeve 
material are essential. Accraply offers a pre order test on your products so you can see the 
results we can obtain, and can also supply detailed pre sales documentation to assist in 
creating the perfect sleeve shrink solution.

The Graham & Sleevit ST504 steam shrink sleeve tunnel is one of the Accraply range of 
Sleeve and Label Applicators, Electric and Steam Shrink Systems and container handling 
devices which form part of the widest range of sleeving systems available in the market. It 
can be supplied as part of a full sleeving system with an integral conveyor, or as a single item 
for incorporation into an existing conveyor.

Tunnel Type: Steam

Conveyor Height
min/max:

900 mm/1000 mm
[35.43 inch/39.37 inch]

Container Height
min/max:

50 mm/300 mm
[1.97 inch/11.81 inch]

Container 
Diameter min/max:

20 mm/150 mm
[.79 inch/5.91 inch]

Nozzles Variable

Pressure: 5 Bar [72.52 PSI]

Electrical: 230 VAC, 1 Phase, 7.5 Amps

Weight: 250kg [550lbs]

Steam 
Requirements:

150kg steam per hour


